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Across

2. Who can make payments to anyones 

account

4. What J should you avoid when 

speaking to customers

7. Where must you leave a note after 

every phone call?

8. A type of message we avoid sending

9. If both Gas and Electricity are under 

one account number what do billing need 

to do first

14. What is the name of the home 

improvement scheme which is now 

closed?

15. What fuel is WHD not normaly paid 

on

18. Money can be gained from making 

one. Sounds like a place in Yorkshire.

19. This is a breed of a dog but this also 

means not registering gas usage

21. Three letters back top right of a gas 

card

22. Itron, whats your ..... ?

23. Looks after washing machines

24. What tool would you use to find the 

nearest paypoint?

27. someone you come to for help and 

advice when you get stuck

28. A pal that keeps you right when 

dealing with Payge calls

29. Cute and cuddly, on the tv alot

30. Cards and keys are both..

Down

1. A tool used to let someone know if 

they have done something, also an eform

3. A group of Energy providers, normaly 

the largest

5. A place gas companys share 

information

6. What would you check if a customer 

was in hospital?

10. What do we have to put in every 

home by 2020

11. Often found online

12. What I is the best news from David 

Gardner

13. What is the name of our friend that 

sends money and adjustments to meters

16. What R are meter readings recorded 

on

17. A brand of sweets that help us stop 

fraud

20. Last resort for customers who cant 

get a working gas card

25. What is it called when you increase 

or decrease the WRR for a set amount of 

time?

26. After every call, makes you rush, 

push go to get out of it.


